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Abstract

A scalable model is proposed to capture complex product associations for grocery-like

(online) shops. By using a Generative Adversarial Network with a generator that creates

baskets where the products occur independently, a discriminator needs to learn product as-

sociations to distinguish this data from real data. Different evaluation methods are designed

to test the model. We can conclude from the results that the model performs well. This

emphasizes the potential of this model in the field of market basket analysis and recom-

mendation systems. Further research could be done in optimizing this model, especially on

unbalanced data sets.
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1 Introduction

The search for relationships between products is a meaningful challenge for companies in the

retail industry. Knowing that certain products are often bought together, could help to improve

promotions, the lay-out of products in an aisle and the lay-out of aisles in a store. These

relationships between products can be defined as product associations. The product association

{pa, pb} → {pc}, means that if a customer buys product pa and product pb, this customer is likely

to also buy product pc. With this information, the supermarket could for example adjust their

store lay-out by placing these products close to each other, to make the shopping experience

better for their customers.

Product associations are not only useful to offline stores, but also to online stores. Creating

product categories or improving promotions are equally important to online stores as they are to

offline stores. Additionally, online stores could use recommendation systems to make a customer

journey easier. These systems are suggesting products that could be interesting for customers.

Many models have been tested for recommendation tasks (Koren et al., 2009; Rendle et al.,

2010; Wang et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2016). A short review of these models can be found in the

Literature section. Most of these models are focused on the personal preferences of customers.

If someone wants to buy something at Amazon for example, Amazon may know from browsing

behavior or previous purchases what this customer likes. With this info, Amazon can provide

the customer a personalized homepage with products that might be interesting for him. Also, if

a search results of a customer shows many products, the products can be ranked based on what

this customer probably will like most. These recommendation systems could have much added

value because people already get to see what they probably like and they will not be confronted

with many uninteresting products.

In grocery shopping, recommendation systems could also have some added value. However,

there is a big difference between grocery shopping and shopping at a non-grocery store. Cus-

tomers generally purchase more products in a visit to a grocery store, than at a non-grocery

store. Therefore, a recommendation system that makes it easier to find all products, would have

much added value in an online grocery store. A way to do this, is by recommending items that

are associated with products that a customer already has in its basket. This will help the cus-

tomer navigate easily through the website without having to look up every single product. Also,

by recommending products that are associated with products already in the baskets, customers

will less likely forget items that are complementary. Furthermore, the recommendations will

be more diverse than recommending based on personal preferences, since the recommendations

based on associations can change when adding items to a basket.
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The methods used for finding association rules are mostly data mining techniques. This

means that the algorithm will count the occurrences of certain product combinations and decide

based on that. However, product associations can become complex, especially when the data

set is large. By counting the occurrences of certain product combinations, these complex rela-

tionships will not be uncovered. Therefore, we research the use of a scalable model that learns

these complex relationships.

The model that is used in this paper, is the Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) (Good-

fellow et al., 2014). This rather new network consists of two sub-networks, one sub-network that

generates data and another that tries to distinguish the generated data from the real data. The

idea of generating fake data and training a neural network in trying to distinguish this fake data

from real data is very promising in finding associations. The generator can be constructed so

it is untrainable and generates a data set where the products are independent. By letting the

discriminator distinguish this generated data from the real data, the discriminator is forced to

learn relationships between products. The use of this model to learn complex associations is

tested in the current paper. Additionally, the scalability of the model is studied by including a

large data set.

Firstly in the Literature Section, an overview is provided of the most important work done

related to recommendation systems, finding associations and the GAN. Secondly, the model and

evaluation methods will be explained in the Methodology section. Next, the data set used will

be presented along with some descriptive statistics in the Data Section. To test some features

of the model by using a data set with a know structure, a Simulation section is added. After

the Simulation section, the results of the model on the data sets indicated in the Data section

will be given in the Results section. Finally, the research will be summarized and a conclusion

will be drawn together with a discussion in the Conclusion Section.

2 Literature

The literature review is divided into two parts. The first part covers the research already done

related to recommendation systems, whereas the second part focuses on the applications of the

GAN.

2.1 Recommendation Systems & Market Basket Analysis

Online retail is growing, retailers shift from selling their products in offline stores to selling their

products in a web shop. This shift means that recommendation systems are becoming more

and more important. Recommendation systems are suggesting a set of products that could be
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interesting for a customer. They are designed so customers will not be overwhelmed with many

products, but get a personalized product set presented (Chen, 2011).

Most recommendation systems rely on content-based filtering and/or collaborative filtering

(Madadipouya and Chelliah, 2017). Content-based filtering is focused on recommending prod-

ucts similar to previously purchased products. Based on what customers have already bought,

similar items can be found based on e.g. the description of products. These similar items

can then be recommended to the customers. Collaborative filtering looks at similarities in the

taste of customers (Balabanović and Shoham, 1997). Based on what customers have already

bought, preferences are determined and with these preferences, similarities in customers can be

found. In the end, products that a customer has not bought yet but similar customers have, are

recommended.

Recommendation techniques can be used in trying to predict the next item(s) a customer

will buy. These predictions can be a next item, mostly called next item recommendation, or a

full basket, mostly called next basket recommendation. Two common methods for next item

recommendation are matrix factorization and Markov chains. The model that won the Netflix

Prize was based on matrix factorization (Koren, 2009). This competition was about predicting

ratings a viewer would give on movies based on ratings he already gave to other movies. Since

matrix factorization was best in doing this, it became an increasingly important method in the

field of recommendation systems.

Matrix factorization combines user and item latent factors to build a recommendation that

is based on similar preferences of customers (Koren et al., 2009). This is done by decomposing

a user-item matrix that contains ratings or item purchases. The decomposition results in two

matrices, one containing item embeddings and the other containing user embeddings. Both these

matrices can then be used to find similar customers and recommend based on these similarities.

Markov chains are focused on sequential effects. This method estimates a transition matrix

with probabilities of buying each product conditioned on the products bought in previous orders

(Kemeny and Snell, 1976).

The following example illustrates both methods. Suppose there are two customers that are

similar in their purchases. Customer 1 bought products pa, pb and pc and customer 2 bought

products pb, pc and pd. Since these two customers both bought products pb and pc, they could

be considered as having similar preferences. Therefore, matrix factorization could recommend

item pd (pa) to customer 1 (2). Since a customer with similar preferences bought this product,

customer 1 (2) will probably prefer this product too. Markov chains work differently. Suppose

10 customers bought products pa, pb and pc and 5 customers bought products pa, pb and pd, both
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in alphabetical order. Markov chains will recommend product pc to a customers that already

bought products pa and pb since this sequence occurs more. One can conclude that matrix

factorization does not look at sequences and Markov chains do not look at preferences.

By combining the preferences of matrix factorization with the sequential effects of Markov

chains, new models are created that are used in next basket recommendation. These recommen-

dations focus on predicting preferences for the next order of a customer based on the previous

one(s). Rendle et al. (2010) propose a Factorized Personalized Markov Chain (FPMC) where

the general interest together with the previous basket creates the recommendation. This com-

bined model outperforms the two single models. FPMC uses linear effects of different factors

but does not include interactions between these factors. Wang et al. (2015) state that this is

not realistic and therefore came up with the Hierarchical Representation Model (HRM). They

tackle this problem by letting the factors interact, resulting in a hybrid representation. Both the

FPMC and HRM model only take local sequential behavior of a customer into account. Yu et al.

(2016) state that using the global sequential behavior will improve recommendations compared

to only the previous order. They suggest a Dynamic REcurrent bAsket Model (DREAM) which

takes the full (global) sequence of baskets of a certain user into account. In turn, this model

outperforms the FPMC and HRM model.

In the field of next item recommendation, using association rules or sequential pattern mining

are intuitively the most appropriate methods. Since computers were able to store basket data,

researchers started to analyse market baskets (Agrawal et al., 1993). Market basket analysis

is the study of finding meaningful associations between products being bought. The tool that

is mostly used for this task is called association rule learning. Let I = {I1, . . . , In} be the

set of available items and T = {T1, . . . Tm} be the set of transactions. Every transaction is a

binary vector with the k’th element being 1 if item Ik is in the transaction and 0 otherwise. An

association rule is defined as X → Ij . Here, X is a set of items from I and Ij an item from I that

is not in X. Since it needs to be a meaningful association, X needs to be in at least a certain

percentage of the dataset (support threshold). The association rule is satisfied with confidence

factor 0 ≤ c ≤ 1 if at least c% of the transactions that contain the items in X, also contain the

item Ij . Agrawal et al. (1993) were the first to introduce this method and mention that it is

impossible to calculate all the possible associations for a dataset with many items. Therefore,

smart algorithms were designed to exclude meaningless product sets, where the most popular are

the AIS (Agrawal, Imielinski and Swami), SETM (Set-Oriented Mining) and Apriori algorithms.

The AIS algorithm excludes item sets in a simple and intuitive way. If an item set is below the

support threshold, adding more items to this set will only decrease the support and thus will
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never be meaningful. Therefore, a step-wise algorithm will stop adding items to an item set if

this is already below the support threshold (Agrawal et al., 1993). The SETM algorithm works

likewise but aggregates in a different way by using SQL queries (Houtsma and Swami, 1995).

Finally, the Apriori algorithm uses the fact that if the support of an item set is higher than the

support threshold, all subsets of the item set are also above this threshold (Agrawal et al., 1994).

By using this fact, the Apriori algorithm executes faster than the previous two algorithms.

Association rules can also be used for recommendation systems (Abel et al., 2008). Lin et al.

(2002) state that association rules are an aggregation of customer behaviours and therefore can

be perfectly used for market basket analysis. In the field of recommendation, they state that this

method should be personalized and therefore they designed an algorithm that mines association

rules for each user specifically. Najafabadi et al. (2017) also use individual association rules

for recommendation. Where almost all collaborative filtering methods try to find similarities in

customers based on the products purchased, they compare the individual association rules.

Sequential pattern mining is similar to association rule mining, the only difference is that it

incorporates the sequence of products being bought. Algorithms for sequential pattern mining

are based on the algorithms of association rule mining (Mooney and Roddick, 2013). Yap

et al. (2012) state that most sequential pattern models are not personalized so they build a

personalized sequential pattern mining-based recommendation framework. Huang and Huang

(2009) propose to incorporate time in the sequential models. Baskets that are closer to each

other in a certain time frame, are considered to be stronger related than baskets that have a lot

of time in between them. With the rising success of neural networks, Hidasi et al. (2015) propose

using recurrent neural networks for predicting the next item. Models like matrix factorization,

Markov chains and recurrent neural networks mostly assume a rigid order in products, Wang

et al. (2018) state that this is not always the case and all products should get different weights

based on their importance in predicting the next item.

In this paper we focus on recommending items based on relationships with products already

in a basket. The element of personal preferences that matrix factorization has, could then be

interesting but should not be the main focus of the model. Matrix factorization performs well

when building a recommendation system on products that a customer prefers or could prefer but

has not bought previously. On the home page of a web shop one could already get to see these

preferred products, but this is not the purpose of this paper. Recommending a certain type of

deodorant because this is the preference of a customer for example, has nothing to do with the

pasta that was just added to the basket. It makes more sense, to recommend products that are

often bought together with products already in the basket. Markov chains look more promising
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in this context but this method also has a downside. Products that get a high probability of

being the next added product to a basket, do not necessarily have to be products that are

associated with the products already in the basket. If for example fruit is bought in 90% of

the baskets, this product will likely get a high probability of being the next product added to

a basket, even after adding a product that has no relationship with fruit. This will again give

recommendations that could have nothing to do with the products already in the basket.

Association rule learning has the same problem as Markov chains have, but this method can

introduce a new variable called the lift. This variable looks at how the probability of a set of

products in the data set changes, if they are compared to the probability of them occurring

together at random. This would mean that if fruit is in 90% of the baskets and fruit is also in

90% of the baskets containing pasta, the lift variable would be one and you can conclude that

these are independent. For pasta sauce, the probability of it occurring in general is probably

lower than the probability of it occurring in a basket with pasta. This would mean that pasta

sauce will get a positive lift and thus could get recommended. Focusing on the lift variable

would thus create recommendations that are related to the products already in the basket.

However, association rule learning still needs some defined rules to make a recommendation.

If one has a basket with products pa, pb and pc, one can look at the lift variable of the combination

of products pa, pb and pc with all the other products. The product that is most positively

associated with this combination of products could then be recommended. One can also look

at the lift variable of only product pa and all other products and do the same for products pb

and pc. Then one can recommend the product that is most positive related to either product

pa, pb or pc. This is different from looking at the combination of products in a basket and only

considering this combination in finding associations. A recommendation can be made based

on the lift variable of all products in the basket with the remaining products, but also based

on subsets of the products in the basket. Either way, rules need to be defined that make the

recommendation. Will the recommendation be based on the combination of all products or also

on subsets, and if subsets are also taken into account in the recommendation, do they get a

different weight than the combination of all products? Also, if we define a rule that will only

look at the lift variable of all products in the basket with all available products, there can be no

recommendation made for baskets that are not included in the data yet. There is no product

associated with this combination of products because it does not occur in the data.

To the best of our knowledge, a machine learning model that learns complex associations

between products has not been researched yet. The advantage of using a model for this is that

there is no need to define rules. A machine learning model will learn how to aggregate all the
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possible associations present in a basket to a final prediction. This final prediction will be the

extent to which every product is associated with the products in the basket. Also, a model can

find hidden patterns in the data that data mining techniques cannot easily discover. Modelling

these associations could therefore be a better idea. A model that can be designed in such a

way that it could capture associations, is the Generative Adversarial Network. In the next

subsection, the research done regarding this model will be summarized.

2.2 Generative Adverserial Networks

A model that has not been used much in market basket analysis or recommendation systems, is

the Generative Adversarial Network. This new neural network class consists of two parts, the

generator and the discriminator. The generator takes samples from a normal/uniform distribu-

tion and tries to generate real looking data, whereas the discriminator tries to separate this fake

data from the real data. By optimizing both parts, the discriminator improves the generator

and the generator improves the discriminator. After optimizing the model, the generator is that

good in generating real looking data that the discriminator cannot distinguish it anymore from

the true data.

The introduction of the Generative Adversarial Network (Goodfellow et al., 2014) has led to

many applications. Most of these applications are focused on generating real looking images by

adding convolutional layers to the generator (Radford et al., 2015). Also, high resolution images

can be created out of low resolution images using GANs (Ledig et al., 2017). In image-to-image

translation, which is the study of taking an image and changing it into the style of another

image or changing characteristics, GANs are also found to be successful (Zhu et al., 2017; Isola

et al., 2017). Finally, GANs can be used in de-raining images (Zhang et al., 2019a). This is the

transformation of images to better visual quality by removing bad weather conditions like rain.

Similarly, the model can be used with the same purpose in speech enhancement (Pascual et al.,

2017).

Applications in the e-commerce or market basket analysis are still very minimal. Zhang et al.

(2019b) use the GAN to generate short product titles based on product images and product

descriptions. Also, the GAN is used in creating tilled clothing images out of images of people

wearing these clothes (Zhang et al., 2018). The closest applications to the problem addressed in

the current paper is researched by Kumar et al. (2018). They train a GAN on orders, existing of

product embeddings, customer embeddings, price and seasonality. After optimizing, the model

generates fake orders that could be real. They recommend based on these fake orders because

they know which customers could buy a set of products for certain prices in a certain time of
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the year. Also with the introduction of new products, the generator can be conditioned on this

new products and generate which customers for which price and time of the year could buy this

product.

The GAN can be constructed in a way that it will learn associations between products. If

the generator generates baskets where each product is independently added to the basket, and

the discriminator tries to distinguish this data from the real data, the discriminator is forced to

find associations between products. This way, a model is designed where complex relationships

between products can be captured. In the next section, more technical details are given on how

we use the GAN.

3 Methodology

The Methodology Section starts with an introduction to the problem that is being researched.

Then it continues with a more detailed description of the idea behind the model. The three

subsections that follow after that, contain details concerning the model and its optimization.

Lastly, the evaluation of the model is discussed in the final three subsections.

3.1 Problem description

The following subsection introduces notation and shortly describes the problem that is researched

in this paper. Let P = {p1, ..., p|P |} be all the available products and B = {b1, ..., b|B|} all the

baskets containing products. A basket bi is a binary vector of size |P | where the k’th element is

1 if product pk is in basket bi and 0 otherwise. The objective of this paper is to design a model

that learns the product associations that are present in the baskets from B.

3.2 Idea behind the model

The idea behind the model that is researched in this paper, is explained in the following subsec-

tion. Two products are independent if the probability of them occurring together in a basket,

is the multiplication of the individual probabilities of the products occurring in a basket. This

means that if there are two independent products, where one occurs in 50% of the baskets and

the other in 30% of the baskets, they will randomly occur together in around 15% of the baskets.

However, if these two products are likely to be bought together, the probability of them occur-

ring together in a basket will be higher than the multiplication of the individual probabilities.

They do not occur together randomly anymore, which causes this percentage to be higher. The

other way around, if these two products are unlikely to be bought together, this percentage will

be lower than the multiplication of the individual probabilities. They occur even less than they
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would randomly occur together, which implies a negative relationship. The model we create, is

based on these statistics.

The model that is used learns to distinguish real from fake data. Both data sets contain

baskets with products since we are researching product relationships. The real data contains

baskets from a real data set, whereas the fake data is created by randomly filling empty baskets

with products. This means that in the fake data all products occur independently. In the

example given in the first paragraph of this subsection, the two products will thus occur in

around 15% of the fake baskets. In the real data, this percentage could be higher if these two

products are positively associated and lower if they are negatively associated. Therefore, by

letting a model learn to differentiate the two data sets, the model will learn to find product

associations. In the next subsection, we explain in detail how the fake data is being generated

in such a way that the products are independent.

3.3 Generating fake data

As already explained, the model that is used for learning product associations, is the GAN.

This class of neural networks consists of two sub neural networks, one that generates data and

one that discriminates this data from the real data. In our application, we are not interested in

generating fake data. However, we use this fake data to train the discriminator. Therefore, the

fake data is created without a model in such a way that the discriminator learns to separate the

real data from the fake data by finding product relationships.

The first step in generating the fake data is determining the number of products in each fake

basket. The distribution of the number of products per basket in the generated data, needs to

be the same as the distribution of the number of products per basket in the real data. This

is necessary because of the following reason. Suppose that the number of products in the fake

baskets are randomly chosen. Then it could be the case that in the real data, baskets mostly

consist out of two or three products, while in the generated data, baskets can contain one up

to ten products. The discriminator could then determine that all baskets that contain more

than 3 products, are likely to be fake baskets. This could result in a good performance for

your discriminator. However, the model uses other information than product associations in

differentiating the two data sets, which is not desirable. In our case, we want the discriminator

to be trained in finding product associations. Therefore, the first step is sampling the number of

products in the fake baskets from the distribution of the number of products in the real baskets.

The next step is filling the baskets with products. For the same reason as described in the

previous paragraph, the products are selected using the individual product probabilities. The
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neural network could separate the real from the fake data based on product frequencies if a

product occurs more in one of the two data sets. This is again not desirable and therefore, the

number of times a product occurs in the real data needs to be approximately the same in the

fake data.

Suppose that we have a real data set that consists of 12 baskets where the products pa,

pb and pc occur in 10, 3 and 7 baskets respectively. Also, suppose that in the first step we

determined that one of the fake baskets needs to contain two product. This would mean that for

the first product that gets added to the fake basket, the probability of adding product pa would

be 50%, adding pb 35% and adding pc 15%. This is determined by dividing the frequency of a

product by the sum of the frequencies of all products. By using a weighted random selection,

the first product can be selected. Suppose that the first selected product is product pa. Then

the product probabilities are adjusted and thus the probability of adding product pb next is

now 70% and adding product pc next 30%. Again, a weighted random selection determines the

next added product which finishes the fake basket. This example illustrates the procedure of

selecting the products for a fake basket after selecting the number of products in this basket.

The two steps above will make sure that we get a fake data set where the products occur

almost equally as in the real data. The only difference between the data sets is that the fake

data is drawn from the independent product distributions, whereas in the real data the products

are not independent.

3.4 Discriminator

In contrast to the fake data generating process, we do use a neural network for the discriminator

part of the GAN. In this subsection, the details are explained of the feed forward neural network

that is used as discriminator.

In Figure 1, we can see the structure of a feed forward neural network. Here, we can see that

the model consists of layers that contain different amount of neurons. The first layer is called

the input layer. In this layer, the input parameters for the model are passed. In the current

application, the input vectors are the baskets from the real and fake data together. Since the

size of the vectors that represent the baskets are equal to the number of distinct products in the

data set, this is also the size of the input layer. A basket is represented by a binary vector and

therefore, each neuron in the input layer gets a value 0 or 1 based on whether the product that

belongs to that neuron, is present in that basket. The input values will be passed through the

network which finally results in predicted probabilities of those baskets being real baskets.

Every neuron in the input layer is connected with every neuron of the next layer. Through
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Input Layer                      Hidden Layer                      Hidden Layer                        Output Layer 

Figure 1: Structure feed forward neural network

these connections, the values from the input layer are passed onto the next layer. The process

of passing the values from one layer to the subsequent layer, is the same for all layers. This can

be described by

xi = f(W(i−1,i)xi−1 + biasi), (1)

where f() is an activation function, xi a vector containing the values of the neurons in layer

i, W(i−1,i) the weight matrix belonging to the pass from layer i − 1 to layer i, and biasi the

bias vector belonging to layer i. First, all values from the incoming connections of layer i are

multiplied by a weight. Then, the updated incoming values for each neuron in layer i, are

summed and a bias is added. The final step of each pass is that the values of each neuron in

layer i go through an activation function. The activation function is designed so the model can

also capture non-linear relationships. This function can be one of many functions and maps the

values of the neurons in layer i, to their final values. If layer i is not the final layer, these final

values will be passed through the connections of layer i to layer i+1, where the procedure starts
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all over again.

In Figure 1, we can see that the layers that follow after the input layer, are called the hidden

layers. This part of the neural network can contain any number of layers just as every layer can

contain any number of neurons. After passing the input values through all the hidden layers

using the transformations explained in the previous paragraph, we end up at the output layer.

The process of passing the values from the final hidden layer on to the output layer is the same

as the rest. Each combination of a neuron in the final hidden layer with a neuron in the output

layer gets multiplied by a weight, then the values are summed for each output neuron, a bias

gets added and finally, the value are transformed by an activation function. The resulting values

are the final output of the model. In our application, the neural network outputs one value,

which is the probability of the input basket being a real basket.

The activation function that is used in the hidden layer(s), is the ReLU activation function.

This function can be seen in the left graph of Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Activation functions

The ReLU function is simple and computationally fast, because the gradient is always either

0 or 1. Also, the ReLU function can deactivate neurons if there value is below zero. This

property of deactivating neurons so the input for the next layer becomes more sparse, could be

the reason for the success of this function (Glorot et al., 2011). The activation function that

is used for the final output layer, is the Sigmoid function. This function maps an input value

between 0 and 1 which makes it suitable for predicting probabilities.

3.5 Optimization

The neural network needs a loss function based on a dependent variable for it to be trainable.

The dependent variable we use is a binary vector where element i is 1 if basket i is a real basket

and 0 otherwise. Since this paper deals with a probability as output on a two class problem,
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the binary cross-entropy loss function is used. This loss function is defined as

L(y, ŷ) = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

(yi ∗ log(ŷi) + (1− yi) ∗ log(1− ŷi)), (2)

where ŷ contains the predicted probabilities on the input baskets, whereas y contains the

true values of the dependent variable for the input baskets. For an observation is from the real

data (yi = 1), only the log(ŷi) part gets added to the loss, whereas for a generated observation

(yi = 0), only the log(1−ŷi) part gets added. For both, you want the values within the logarithm

to be as close as possible to 1, because this would mean that the predicted probability on the

true value is high. The logarithm is an increasing function which means that a minus needs to

be added in the beginning of the formula so the loss function will decreases when the predictions

become better. To better understand this loss function, Figure 3 is added.
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(a) Binary cross-entropy loss given real basket
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(b) Binary cross-entropy loss given fake basket

Figure 3: Binary cross-entropy loss

Here we can clearly see that the higher the predicted probability on the true outcome be-

comes, the lower the loss function becomes. The other way around, one can see that if the

predicted probability on the true outcome decreases, the loss function increases more than lin-

early.

Now that a loss function is defined, every parameter has got a gradient. The gradients

tell us what will happen with the loss function when we change a certain weight or bias. By

adding a learning rate times this gradient to the parameter value, we hope to come closer to the

minimum value of the loss function. In this paper we use the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,

2014) to minimize the loss function. This optimizer is more complicated than just changing a

parameter value by the learning rate times the gradient (gradient descent method). By adjusting

the learning rate for each parameter specifically, Adam works more efficiently than the gradient

descent method. For more technical details, we refer to the Kingma and Ba (2014) paper.

The data sets that are used to train the model are each split into a train set (70%), a
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validation set (10%) and a test set (20%). The models are trained on the train sets using

different amounts of hidden layers and nodes per layer. Also, three random starts are used to

avoid ending up in a local minimum. The models are trained during 500 epochs using 10,000

training samples that are randomly selected. In each epoch, the model is updated in batches of

50 observations using a learning rate of 0.001. After each epoch, the loss on the validation data

set is calculated which will determine the optimal model. The model with the lowest validation

loss will be the final model used for that data set. Finally, the test set is used for the evaluation

of the model.

3.6 Validation model

There is no easy way to test the model on learning the product associations. Therefore, the

following subsection handles a method to indirectly test the model.

Most of the time in data analysis, there is a dependent variable which we try to explain

based on independent variables. Testing the model can then be done by trying to predict this

dependent variable with the independent variables. In our application, we can do something

similar. We can randomly remove a product from a basket and try to predict this left out product

based on associations with the products that are still in the basket. Even though the model

is not trained on predicting a missing item from a basket, we expect that this prediction will

still be substantially better than for example a random prediction. Therefore, this subsections

continues with a method to predict a missing item from a basket.

The first step is deleting a product from a basket. This is simply done by taking all the

baskets and randomly removing one item from each basket. Suppose that we take a basket

bj ∈ B that contains the products {pk, pq, pl} ⊂ P . Then we could randomly remove a product,

suppose pq, from this basket. The next step, is making a prediction for the removed products

from the baskets. This is done by adding all remaining products one by one to this basket,

and letting the model predict the probabilities of these basket being real basket. Thus, we

would get |P | − 2 baskets that contain the products pk, pl and one of the remaining products in

P \{pk, pl}. One of these baskets contains the actual missing product pq. The model could then

predict the probabilities of these possible baskets being a real basket. Finally, these baskets

can be ranked based on their predicted probabilities. The product that leads to the highest

predicted probability of the basket being a real basket, is considered to be the most positive

associated with the other products in the basket. Since in this paper we focus on finding product

associations, the product that leads to the highest predicted probability, will be the prediction

for the missing product.
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3.7 Accuracy measures

In the following subsection, there are some accuracy measures defined that belong to the predic-

tion explained in the previous subsection. The first accuracy measure that is used, is the top k

accuracy. Since the predictions are probabilities, we can look at the top k probabilities and see

if the correct one is in there. In our case, this would mean the k products that lead to the top

k baskets that give the highest probability of being real. The number of predictions where the

correct product is in the top k products, divided by the total amount of predictions, is defined

as the top k accuracy.

Next to the top k accuracy, we can also look at the average rank of the actual missing

product in the list of predictions. All the products that are not present in a basket are added

and get a probability of being a real basket. These probabilities can be ranked where the actual

missing product is somewhere in this ranking. The lower this rank is, the better the prediction

is. Therefore, the average rank of the actual missing products in the predictions, is the second

accuracy measure.

The two defined accuracy measures, are tested on two data sets. In the first data set, a

product is removed from a basket at random. In the second data set however, a product is

removed from a basket based on weights that are inversely proportional to the frequency in

which the products occur in the data set. This is done because predicting the missing item in

a basket from the first data set, can depend heavily on products that occur many times in the

data set. By randomly removing a product, the products that occurs much more in the data

set than other products, are likely to also get removed many times more from a basket than the

other products. Therefore, a more balanced test set is created by removing a product based on

weights that are inversely proportional to the frequency in which the products occur in the data

set. An additional evaluation can be done by comparing the accuracy measures of the model on

both data sets. Since associations are independent of the product frequencies, we expect that

the way an item gets removed from the baskets, should not result in a difference in the accuracy

measures.

The weight for product i to be removed from a basket can be calculated by

wi = c/#pi, (3)

where c is a constant and #pi the frequency of product pi in the data. By dividing a constant

by the frequency of a product, we create weights that are inversely proportional to the frequency

of a product. This indicates that products that occur many times in the data set, receive lower

weights than products that occur less in the data. The constant can be any positive value, since
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it can only change the magnitude of the weights and not the relative difference between the

weights. Thus, the product that is being removed from a basket in the second data set, comes

from a weighted random selection of one product from this basket.

3.8 Benchmarks

In this subsection, two benchmarks are created which can be compared to the results of the pro-

posed model on the accuracy measures defined in the previous subsection. The first benchmark

is a random prediction. More specifically, the products that are not present in a basket (where

one product is already left out), are randomly ordered. The order of products that follow, is

considered to be the rank of products from a random prediction. From these ranks, we can get

the top k accuracy and the average rank of the true missing product.

The second benchmark is a prediction of the most bought products. This method also starts

by creating a list of products but this time not in a random order. The products in the list,

which are again all the products not present in the basket, are ordered by their frequency in the

data set. This means products being bought a lot in general, are high in this list and products

occurring not that often are low in this list. Again, from this list we can predict the top k

products and we can calculate the average rank of the actual missing value.

Both benchmarks are calculated for the test data set where a product is randomly removed

and for the test set where a product is removed inversely proportional to their frequency.

3.9 Product clusters

As already explained in the Introduction Section, product associations can be useful to retailers.

They could for example promote items or adjust the lay out of products in a (online) store

based on these associations. By trying to extract product associations from the model, we can

also validate whether our model gives reasonable output. Therefore, this subsection handles a

method to visualize the product associations in a low dimensional space.

The first step in visualizing the product associations, is defining an association measure

which can be extracted from the model. A product association can be seen as an effect one

product has on another product. The association pa → pb is saying that the presence of product

pa in a basket, gives a high likelihood of the basket also containing product pb. We could look

at the predicted probability of all baskets that include the products pa and pb. However, these

baskets contain more products and thus also more associations which we are not interested in.

Therefore, the cleanest way to extract the association of pa to pb, is by looking at the predicted

probability the model gives on the basket only containing products pa and pb. The higher this
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probability becomes, the more these two products are present in the real data compared to the

fake data. In turn, this indicates a more positive association.

We can compare this predicted probability with all the other predicted probabilities of baskets

containing product B and a product different from A. If the probability of the basket only

containing products A and B is higher than the average of the others containing product B,

this would imply that the presence of product A has a more positive effect on the basket also

containing product B than the average effect of the other products. This difference can be

defined as an association measure. In mathematical terms this results in

˜Association(pa → pb) = ỹ{pa,pb} −
1

|P | − 2

∑
k∈P\{pa,pb}

ỹ{k,pb}, (4)

where ỹ{pa,pb} is the predicted probability of the basket only containing products pa and pb

being a real basket. A positive number implies that product pa results in a higher predicted

probability in a basket with product pb than the average of all other products. This would

imply a positive association while a negative number implies a negative association. The above

definition is suitable for illustration purposes. However, more research can be done in what the

best way is to extract the associations from the model. Also, research can be done in extracting

product association that contain more than 2 products from the model.

After defining an association measure, the associations need to be transformed to a distance

measure for the final visualization. Firstly, the average is taken between the association of

product a to b and the association of product b to a. The association pa → pb can be different

from the association pb → pa. The average is taken for all combinations of two products, to create

a distance matrix which is symmetrical. Secondly, all numbers are extracted from the maximum

number in the symmetrical associating matrix. This is done because positive associated products

get a high predicted probability which we want to transform to a small distance. The distance

matrix that follows, can be used in the final step to visualize the associations.

The visualization technique used is the multidimensional scaling algorithm, called ‘Scaling

by MAjorizing a COmplicated Function’ (SMACOF) (Kruskal, 1964a,b). This method tries to

create a two dimensional plot based on a given distance matrix. A loss function is used that

compares the Euclidean distance in the plot with the distance matrix. By minimizing this loss

function, the distances in the two dimensional plot are forced to be as close as possible to the

values in the distance matrix. This way, a two dimensional plot is created which we can further

analyse in the results.
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4 Data

The data used in this paper to perform the analysis is the Instacart Online Grocery Shopping

Dataset1 to perform the analysis. At Instacart you can order groceries that a personal shopper

will buy for you at a local retailer and deliver to you. The open source data set made available

by them consists of more than 3 million orders on the Instacart website. These orders are from

200,000 users on about 50,000 products.

The data set contains 3,346,083 orders with more information than just the products the

orders contain. Each order is linked to a customer which has a unique user ID. For each

customer, the data set has an additional variable that indicates the time order of the orders

from this customer. Additionally, the time in between two consecutive orders of a customer is

also added to the data. Next to this, we know the day of the week and hour of the day of each

order. Then, we can look at the products in each order. For each order, we know the time

order in which the products were added to the basket. Also, we know whether this customer

has already bought this product before or not. The products are indicated with an ID, but an

additional data set is given with the names of the products linked to the product IDs. Each

of the 49,685 products bought in the Instacart data set, can be linked to one of 134 aisles.

Examples of aisles are ‘prepared soups salads’, ‘specialty cheeses’ and ‘energy granola bars’. All

aisles can again be linked to 21 departments like ‘bakery’, ‘alcohol’ and ‘beverages’.

The current analysis does not look at a time effect or individual specific information and

therefore will only look at what products were bought in each order. Due to computational

restrictions, it is not possible to perform the analysis including all the products. Therefore,

the first data set that is used only contains the aisles of the products that are bought in each

order. We will thus have baskets containing aisles instead of products. This data set needs to

be transformed to dummy variables that indicate for each aisle, whether a product from that

aisle was bought in a specific order. The final aisle data set contains a dummy vectors for each

order. By only considering the aisles, we reduce the size of the data set from more than 3 million

orders with dummy variables on almost 50,000 products, to dummy variables on only 132 aisles.

The Instacart data set names two aisles ‘missing’ and ‘other’. Some products from these

aisles are ‘Organic Vanilla Soy Milk’, ‘Onion Crispbread’ and ‘Raw Pistachios’, ‘Unscented Foot

Cream’ respectively. Since these products are very specific they cannot be categorized and

therefore, using these two aisles will only add noise to the model. For this reason, the ‘missing’

and ‘other’ aisle are both deleted from the aisle data set. Also, all orders that contain products

1The Instacart Online Grocery Shopping Dataset 2017, Accessed from

https://www.instacart.com/datasets/grocery-shopping-2017 on 15 Mar. 2020.
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from only one aisle, are deleted. This research is about relationships which means that at least

two aisles are needed in a basket. The resulting data set contains 3,134,622 orders on 132 aisles,

where each order is represented as a binary vector. A value 0 means that there were no products

bought from that aisle in a specific order. Whereas, a value 1 means that there were products

bought from that aisle in specific order.

The second data set that is used, only considers a subset of the 1000 most frequent products.

With this data set, we can test the scalability of the model. Due to computational restrictions,

a subset of 1000 products is selected instead of all products. The most frequent products in the

data set are chosen, so the data set will still contain many observations. The data set is created

the same way as the aisle data set. Only now, all baskets that contain less than 2 products

from the 1000 most frequent products are deleted. The final product data set contains 2,663,388

orders that are represented by binary vectors that contain 1000 values.

The distribution of the amount of products/aisles in the baskets in both data sets is shown

in Figure 4. The left histogram shows the distribution of the amount of aisles in the baskets of

the aisle data set. In this histogram, we can see that frequency of baskets in the aisle data set

rises from containing two aisles to containing five aisles in a basket. From there on the frequency

decreases until at 30 aisles there are almost no baskets anymore. The right histogram, which

shows the distribution of the amount of products in the baskets of the product data set, looks

different than the left histogram. The top of this graph is already at two products and decreases

from here on. This can be explained by the subset of data that has been chosen. Since there are

almost 50,000 products in this data set, finding baskets that contain more than two products

out of the 1,000 products in one basket, becomes rare. This difference in the distribution does

not influence the associations that are in the data and therefore should not become a problem

for the model.
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Figure 4: Distribution amount of aisles/products in baskets
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5 Simulation

Before training the model on the Instacart data sets, the model is trained on a simulated data

set. This is done so we can validate the model by training it on a data set with a known

structure.

5.1 Data

In simulating the data, the simulation steps Gabel et al. (2019) take are followed. In their

paper, they design a method to explore retail data by creating a two dimensional plot (P2V-

MAP) where clusters of products could be found. We are not particularly interested in their

method to create the plot. However, they create a simulated data set based on grocery data to

validate their method. This suits the data and purpose of the simulation that we would like to

use.

Gabel et al. (2019) use a sequential data simulation process which is very common in sim-

ulating grocery data. The first step is choosing the product categories in each basket prior to

selecting the products. The categories that are chosen result from a multivariate probit model.

The latent variable zict depends on a base utility (βc) and an error term (εict). The base utility

is set to -0.4 for all categories to get baskets with a realistic amount of products. The error term

is drawn from a multivariate normal distribution with a mean that is drawn from a uniform

distribution between −0.5 and 0.5, so not every category is bought the same amount of time

which is also not the case in real life. The correlation matrix Ω that is used in the multivariate

Normal distribution, is shown in Figure 5a. From this figure we can see that we created three

groups of categories that are positively correlated and two categories that are negatively cor-

related. This will allow us to validate the effect of both positive and negative correlations. If

the latent variable, calculated by zict = βc + εict, is higher than 0, customer i buys one or more

products from category i in week t. In mathematical terms this means that yict = 1 if zict > 0

and yict = 0 otherwise.

After selecting the categories for each customer in the different weeks, the products can be

chosen. This step follows a multinomial probit model where the utility of product j for customer

i in week t is given by u
(c)
ijt = α

(c)
ij − γ(c)p

(c)
j + ε

(c)
ijt . The first parameter α

(c)
ij , is the base utility

of the products in c, which is drawn from a multivariate Normal distribution. The mean of this

distribution is set to 0 and the correlation matrix Σ is drawn from a Beta distribution. The

parameters for the Beta distribution are α = 0.2 and β = 1. These are chosen so most products

within a category will be close to a correlation of zero, but there is also a small probability

on high correlation values. The next two parameters γ(c) and p
(c)
j , determine the disutility of
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Figure 5: Correlations

paying the price of a product. Here, γ(c) is set to 2 following Gabel et al. (2019). The prices

are determined by first drawing a regular price p(c) for the products in a category from a Log-

normal distribution with mean 0.5 and standard deviation 0.3. Then, the individual prices for

the products p(j), are drawn from a Uniform distribution between p(c)/2 and p(c) ∗ 2. Finally,

an error ε, is added from the normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. For

each category that customer i buys products from in week t, a number is drawn from a uniform

distribution between 0 and 1. If this value is lower than 0.5, only the product with the highest

utility is bought from that category. If the value is higher than 0.5, the two products with the

highest utilities are bought. This will results in a data set where in half of time, two products

are bought from a category and in the other half only one product is bought from a category.

The simulated data set is created by using the above approach for 10.000 individuals in 100

weeks. The customers can buy from ten categories which we name category A until category J

that all contain five products. In Figure 5b, we present the correlations between combinations

of the products of the final simulated data set. Here we can see similar blocks as in Table 5a.

Within the categories, the products are mostly positively correlated. However, there can also

be some negative correlations which can be seen in category F which contains product 25 up to

product 29. The correlations across products from two categories that are positively correlated,

are all positive. This corresponds to the category correlations we created to simulate the data.

Products across the final two categories are all negatively correlated, which again reflects the

way we simulated the data by using the category correlations shown in Table 5a.
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5.2 Results

The model is optimized as explained in Section 3.5. The amount of layers used could be 1 or 2

and the amount of neurons per layer is differentiated between 25, 50 and 75. The model with

the lowest validation loss turned out to be the model containing two layers with 50 neurons.

The results from the optimal model together with the two benchmarks (Section 3.8) are

stated in Table 1. The results that are shown are tested on the test set where one way of

removing a product was with weights and the other way was randomly removing a product

without weights. From the left part of the table, we can see that the model outperforms the

random and most bought benchmark on the test set without weights for all accuracy measures.

The model performs about four times better than a random prediction when we look at the top

3 and top 5 accuracy, while the most bought benchmark accuracy is much closer to the models’

accuracy. When we compare the measures on the test set without weights with the measures on

the test set with weights, a big drop can be seen for the most bought benchmark. By introducing

the weights, the big dependency of the most bought products on the accuracy measures is thus

reduced. For the prediction of the model and the random prediction, the accuracy measures

stay almost the same. We could thus conclude that both predictions are independent of the

product frequencies. For the model, this means that the learned associations are independent

of the product frequencies, as we expected.

Without weights With weights

Av. rank Acc. (top 3) Acc. (top 5) Av. rank Acc. (top 3) Acc. (top 5)

Model 8.3 25.9 40.5 8.3 26.5 40.9

Random 22.3 6.7 11.2 22.2 6.8 11.2

Most bought 10.1 22.9 33.9 15.3 12.8 20.2

Table 1: Accuracy measures simulated data

The next part of the analysis contains the MDS plot explained in Section 3.9. The result

of this plot is shown in Figure 6. The products are colored after the category they are from.

Starting with the first two categories A and B, we can see that both products from within the

categories as between the two categories are all close to each other. The same can be seen for

categories D and E, where the products from category C are a bit more distant. The distances

between the products from the first five categories, confirm our expectations from the way the

data is created. The products from category A and B are strongly positive related, and the

products from category D and E as well. Category C is less positively correlated with category

D and E than category D and E are correlated with each other. Therefore, the products from
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category C are a bit more distant from category D and E. For the next three categories F, G

and H, we can see that these are also positioned close to each other as expected. However, the

products from category F are more distant from each other compared to products within other

categories. From Figure 5b, we can see that some products within category F are not correlated,

or even negatively correlated. These correlations motivate the distance between these products

in the MDS plot. For the last two categories I and J, we expect by the way the data is simulated

that the products between these two categories are very distant. In Figure 3.9, we can see that

the products within the two categories are close to each other and the products between the

two categories are distant. Since the products between the two categories are simulated with

negative correlations, we could expect that the distance between these two categories would be

more extreme.
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Figure 6: Structure neural network

To take a closer look at the symmetrical association matrix defined in section 3.9, Figure 7

is created. Here, we can see that even though the distance between the categories I and J is

not very extreme in the MDS plot, the associations of the products between the two categories

are very negative. The not so extreme distance in the plot can be explained by looking at the

distances between products from category I and J with the remaining products. These distances

are very similar which explains that the categories are not extremely distant. Furthermore, we

can see that these distances are mostly positive while the correlations between these categories

used for simulating the data, are all 0. This can be explained by the definition of the associations.

The associations of a product are subtracted from a mean, implying that if there are negative
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associations, there must also be positive associations. The positive associations between products

from category I and J with product from the other categories weaken the positive associations

of products between category C and D and product between category C and E. Another reason

for the associations of the products between category C and D and products between category

C and E to be close to 0, can be because of the low correlation. It could be the case that the

model has a hard time distinguishing the two data sets if the difference is too small.
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Figure 7: Structure neural network

6 Results

6.1 Results both models

The best performing model on the aisle data set is the neural network with one hidden layer

and 256 nodes per layer. For the product data set, the model with two hidden layers and 256

nodes performs best on the validation data set (more details in Appendix A.1). The accuracy

measures of both models with the defined benchmarks are stated in Tables 2 and 3. Beginning

with the aisle data set without weights, we can see that the model performs about five times

better than the random prediction. However, when we compare the model with the most bought

benchmark, the model performs worse. This is different from the simulation where the model

already outperformed the most bought benchmark on the data set without weights. This suggests

that the associations in the real data are more complex than the simulation where we created a

data set with very clear associations. When the weights are introduced to reduce the dependency

of the most frequent products, we can see that the model still performs better than a random
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Without weights With weights

Av. rank Acc. (top 3) Acc. (top 5) Av. rank Acc. (top 3) Acc. (top 5)

Model 34.37 15.13% 20.14% 36.90 10.67% 15.40%

Random 62.16 2.37% 3.97% 62.15 2.44% 4.04%

Most bought 21.55 27.30% 34.29% 40.53 8.71% 12.32%

Table 2: Results model & benchmarks on aisle data set

Without weights With weights

Av. rank Acc. (top 5) Acc. (top 10) Av. rank Acc. (top 5) Acc. (top 10)

Model 252.16 5.29% 8.32% 247.88 5.14% 8.25%

Random 496.20 0.49% 0.99% 496.97 0.50% 0.98%

Most bought 261.34 9.93% 14.32% 441.27 1.00% 1.81%

Table 3: Results model & benchmarks on product data set

prediction. However now, the model also performs better than the most bought benchmark.

Another thing that can be noticed is the difference in the performance of the model on both

data sets. The average rank slightly increases when introducing the weights, while the other

accuracy measures both decrease with around 5%. Introducing the weights should not worsen

the accuracy measures, unless many associations depend on the most bought products. This

could be an explanation for the drop in the accuracy measures. However, when we compare

the differences between the accuracy measures on both data sets, the accuracy measures of the

model change relatively less compared to the most bought benchmark. The model thus depends

on the most bought products, but in a much smaller way than the most bought benchmark

depends on these.

Next, the product data set is analysed. Here we can notice that the model performs more

than ten times better than the random prediction on the defined top 5 accuracy for both data

sets. Also, the defined accuracy top 10 and the average rank are much better for the model than

for the random prediction. The most bought benchmark performs better than the model on the

data set without weights. After introducing the weights we can see that the model performs more

than five times better than the most bought benchmark. Also, the model accuracy measures do

not change much when comparing the performance on the two data sets. This means that the

performance of the model does not depend on the most bought products, as expected.

Comparing the results of the model on the aisle data set with the model on the product data

set, the following things can be seen. In both cases, the model outperforms a random prediction,
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where this difference is bigger for the model on the product data set. Also, in both cases the most

bought benchmark performs better than the model on the data sets without weights, suggesting

that the predictions depend heavily on the most bought products. Comparing the most bought

benchmark with the model on the data set with weights, we can see that the model on the aisles

and the model on the products are both performing better. The difference that can be seen

from Tables 2 and 3, is that the accuracy measures for the model on the products stay rather

the same on both data sets, while with the model on the aisles, the accuracy measures get worse

when reducing the dependency on the most bought products. This could indicate that model

does not capture associations between products that occur infrequently.

6.2 Aisle mappings

Figure 8 shows the MDS plot explained in section 3.9. Every point in the plot illustrates an aisle

that is colored after its department in the Instacart data set. We expect that the aisles from the

same department are grouped together for most aisles. We think this because products from the

same department are likely to be substitutes or complementary. If they are substitutes, they are

strongly associated with each other which will group them together in the MDS plot. If they

are complementary, they will be associated with the same products which will also group them

together in the MDS plot.
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Figure 8: MDS plot on associations between aisles

In Figure 8, we can notice that there are a couple of evident clusters. The department

‘alcohol’ is one of these clusters. The four aisles from this department are all close to each
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other in the plot, meaning that they are positive associated with each other. Similar to the

‘alcohol’ aisle, the ‘deli’, ‘household’, ‘meat seafood’, ‘personal care’ and ‘pets’ departments are

also showing an evident cluster. Next, there are some departments where the aisles are divided

in some smaller clusters or a big cluster with one or two outliers. The ‘pantry’ department

for example, shows one evident cluster and two aisles that are distant from this cluster. A

department which shows some smaller clusters is the ‘frozen’ department. Other departments

that show the same pattern are the ‘babies’, ‘beverages’, ‘breakfast’, ‘canned goods’, ‘dairy

eggs’, ‘produce’, ‘snacks’ and ‘dry goods pasta’ departments. These are all departments where

the aisles do not show one complete cluster, but smaller clusters or an incomplete cluster. Finally,

there are some departments that do not show any type of cluster. The ‘bakery’ department is

an example of this. All aisles of this department are distant from each other and show no sign

of a cluster. The ‘bulk’ and ‘international’ departments are the final two departments that also

do not show a cluster. These departments are occur infrequently in the data set and could thus

be badly captured by the model.

Figure 8 already confirms that most aisles within a department cluster together. However,

it is also possible to find associations between aisles of different departments. To illustrate some

clusters of aisles that are explainable even though they are from different departments, Figure 9

is designed. This Figure is the same as Figure 8 but only includes a couple of aisle clusters that

we want to discuss. The cluster of aisles in the bottom left corner consists of aisles from the

‘snacks’, ‘beverages’, ‘dairy eggs’ and ‘bakery’ departments. Even though this cluster contains

four different departments, the cluster is explainable. Coffee and tea is often combined with some

kind of savoury snack, which could be from the ‘cookies cakes’, ‘candy chocolate’ and ‘bakery

desserts’ aisles. The next cluster that is discussed contains the aisles ‘buns rolls’, ‘packaged

meat’, ‘packaged poultry’, ‘pickled goods olives’, ‘hot dogs bacon sausage’ and ‘condiments’.

This cluster of aisles contains all products where customers could make hamburgers or hot dogs

with. Next, there is a small cluster of three different aisles, ‘frozen breads doughs’, ‘lunch meat’

and ‘bread’ which can be considered as a lunch cluster. Finally, products from the ‘dry goods

pasta’ department are clustered together with the ‘fresh herbs’ aisle, which is used a lot in

preparing pasta.

The final argument that the model gives reasonable output, can be given by looking at the

placement of the aisles from the ‘dairy eggs’ department. This cluster of aisles is placed in

between the just defined pasta, lunch and hot dogs/hamburgers clusters. This is explainable

since eggs and different kinds of cheese, can be eaten together with lunch products, pasta and

hamburgers. Therefore, the placement of this cluster is plausible.
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The markers of ‘pasta sauce’ and ‘dry pasta’ are overlapping and therefore look like one

marker.

Figure 9: MDS plot on associations between a subset of departments

6.3 Product mappings

Figure 10 is similar to the MDS plots in the previous subsection. In this case however, we have

associations between 1,000 products which is too much to create a readable plot. Therefore,

the associations between the products are transformed to average associations between aisles.

This is done by considering all pairs of aisles, and taking the average of the associations of all

combination of two products between the two aisles of that pair. With the associations between

the aisles, the MDS plot is created excluding the aisles that occur less than two times in this

data set.

From the MDS plot, we can again see some clear clusters. This time the departments ‘alco-

hol’, ‘babies’ and ‘beverages’ show an evident cluster. These evident clusters are different from

the aisle MDS plot since for the product data set, a subset of products was selected. Further-

more, we can see departments where there are smaller clusters, incomplete clusters or cluster

with a bit more distance between the aisles. For example, the departments ‘canned goods’,

‘dairy eggs’ and ‘deli’ belong to these clusters. Finally, the departments ‘bakery’, ‘breakfast’,

‘bulk’, ‘dry goods pasta’ and ‘international’ show little sign of clusters. Overall, the MDS plot

shows many clusters of aisles from the departments, indicating that the model captures the

associations well.
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Figure 10: MDS plot on average associations of products between aisles

7 Conclusion

In this paper, a scalable model is proposed to capture complex product associations for grocery-

like (online) shops. The model that is being researched, is a Generative Adversarial Network

with an untrainable generator. This model learns to distinguish real from fake data, where

we generate the fake ourselves. Fake baskets containing groceries are generated by step-wise

randomly filling empty baskets with products. This way a data set is created where the products

in the baskets occur independently. By using a feed forward neural network as discriminator to

distinguish the real from the fake data, the network learns product associations. It is important

that the distribution of the amount of products in the baskets and the frequencies of the products

are similar in both data sets. This way, the model is forced to distinguish the two data sets by

learning product associations.

To validate the model, the analysis starts with a simulation. Afterwards, two data sets are

created from the Instacart data set. The ‘aisle’ data set consists of baskets that only contain

the aisles from which the products are bought. To test the scalability of the model, a ‘product’

data set is created that consist of baskets that contain products from the 1000 most frequent

product. The model is optimized separately for the three data sets.

Since there is no easy way to test a model that learns product associations, we propose

methods to validate the model. The first method is trying to predict a missing product from a

basket using product associations. Even though the model is not trained on predicting a missing
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product from a basket, association are expected to still be useful in this process. The prediction

of the model is compared to a random prediction and a prediction based on the most frequent

products. The model outperforms a random prediction for both the simulated data sets as the

two Instacart data sets. The models on the Instacart data sets do not outperform the prediction

of the most frequent products when we randomly remove one product from a basket. However,

when we create a way to make the prediction less dependent on the most frequent products, the

model does outperform the most frequent benchmark. The accuracy measures for the ‘product’

data set stay similar when the method of removing a product from a basket is changed. This

confirms that product associations are independent of the product frequencies. However, when

reducing the dependency of the most bought aisles in the ‘aisle’ data set, the model performs

slightly worse.

Another method used for validating the model is by visualizing the association using Muliti-

Dimensional Scaling (MDS). First, an association measure between two products is created by

only looking at baskets containing a pair of products. Based on these product associations,

a distance measure is created to visualize the associations in a MDS plot. The MDS on the

simulated data confirms the way the data was created, meaning that the model captures the

associations well. Also, for the Instacart data sets most of the products are clustered based on

the departments they belong to as we would expect.

Based on the validation of the model we can confirm that the model does well in capturing

the associations. Also, when increasing the items in the data set by comparing the results of

the ‘aisle’ data set with the ‘product’ data set, the results are similar confirming the models‘

scalability. The model on the ‘aisle’ data set, slightly dependents on the most frequent aisles.

Therefore, further research needs to be done on how the model could deal with an unbalanced

data set. Also, in our analysis the associations are extracted from the model in a simple and

intuitive way. However, the defined associations can only contain two product while associations

could contain more products. More research can therefore be done in extracting the associations

from the model.

Even though the model created in this paper could be further analyzed, this paper confirms

the potential of the GAN in learning product associations. By extracting the associations from

the model, discoveries can be done in the field of market basket analysis. Our proposed model

is a start for creating a new type of recommendation systems based on product associations.
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A Appendix

A.1 Optimization models

Table 4 shows the structures used in optimizing the model on the aisle data set. The lowest

validation losses of the random starts are presented. Table 5 shows the same for the product

data set.

Table 4: Lowest validation loss aisle data set

Structure Validation loss

Layer(s) Nodes Aisles

1 32 0.547

2 32 0.543

3 32 0.551

1 64 0.542

2 64 0.544

3 64 0.546

1 128 0.540

2 128 0.539

3 128 0.549

1 256 0.538

2 256 0.542

3 256 0.543

Table 5: Lowest validation loss product data set

Structure Validation loss

Layer(s) Nodes Products

1 256 0.399

2 256 0.390

1 512 0.397

2 512 0.398

1 1024 0.397

2 1024 0.399

1 2048 0.399

2 2048 0.405
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